3 DOORS DOWN TOUR WITH ELECTRO-VOICE® X-LINE™,
ELECTRO-VOICE® REMOTE CONTROL POWER AMPLIFIERS AND
MIDAS® MIXING CONSOLES
Burnsville, MN (August 26, 2003): 3 Doors Down, one of hard rock’s
biggest new acts, are touring with the Electro-Voice X-Line line array
loudspeaker system this summer. The band has scheduled an exhaustive
tour, visiting every corner of the U.S. to meet their fans’ demands in the
wake of the success of their second album for Universal/Republic ‘Away
from the Sun’.

The EV X-Line with 3 Doors Down at Antioch, TN
The sound reinforcement equipment responsibilities for the tour are being
handled by LD Systems of Houston and San Antonio TX, part of the
Stellar Event and Presentation Resources group (www.stellarevent.com).
LD Systems (www.ldsystems.com) specialize in all aspects of the sound,
lighting and video industry, and offer production solutions for all
applications, ranging from rodeos and civic events to corporate
conferences and world-class rock tours. LD Systems also has a very
large design build and bid spec installation department with recent sound,
light and video installations at Minute Maid Park (Astros baseball), Reliant
Stadium (Texans football) and Toyota Center (Rockets basketball). The 3
Doors Down tour is using (20) X-Line Xvls boxes, (4) Xvlt boxes and (24)
X-subs, along with (38) P3000RL remote control power amplifiers. There
are 3 Midas consoles on the tour as well: (1) Midas XL4 at FOH, (1) Midas

XL200 for the opening acts and (1) Midas XL250 for the in-ear monitors,
flown side fills and live wedges.
LD Systems’ Robert Ausmus commented: “We’ve had our X-Line rig since
March 2003. We started with 3 Doors Down in the latter half of June, and
have dates with them through November. The tour is doing really well – it
might even go on into 2004. This is the first really big tour we’ve sent it
out on. The main thing we like about the X-Line is that it is effortless. It’s
unbelievably easy to put up and it’s unbelievably easy to use the LAPS
(Line Array Prediction Software). It’s simply a remarkable combination of
control and power. We’re also really happy with the way the P3000RLs
remote control amplifiers are performing. EV was able to send us a beta
version of the new software for the amps, which was great. We’ve had
really good luck with those, right off the bat, with no failures or hiccups of
any kind. To have that kind of control over dozens of amps from one PC
is amazing.”
Front of House duties for the tour are in the expert hands of Randy Lane.
Randy has largely built his reputation working with other guitar based
arena rock bands like Fuel, Bush, Collective Soul, and the Spin Doctors.
With Randy and the X-Line it was love at first sound: “It’s been absolutely
fantastic. This is the first time that I’ve used the EV X-Line, though I’ve
heard it a few times before the tour and was impressed. I’m immensely
happy with the coverage. The combination of the Xvls and Xvlt cabinets is
so effective that we only need to use a couple of the front fill boxes to
cover the center at the very front. The rest of the main PA covers the
entire venue. This is one of the only PA’s that I’ve come across that can
do that, and I’ve used just about every line array system out there, be it on
one-off shows or big tours. I usually specify line arrays, so I’ve been able
to compare coverage and sound quality closely. The EV X-Line is up
there with every one of its competitors, and actually I prefer the sound of
the X-Line, as the mid-range is a priority for me. That’s where the vocals
and guitars are with most of the bands I work with. Being able to separate
the vocals and guitars and still have them very present in the mix without
crowding out the other instruments is obviously very important with this
style of music, and the mid range is where that dynamic lives. Without a
good, solid, smooth mid range, it’s not going to happen. With the X-Line
I’ve got both the room and the mid-range covered thoroughly.”

(more)

The X-Line™ system was designed to provide wide horizontal dispersion
from a single vertical line array while providing exceptionally coherent
wavefront summing in the vertical plane. The Xvls has 90-degree
horizontal dispersion, the Xvlt 120-degree horizontal dispersion. At the
heart of the X-Line is a newly developed high-frequency wavefront
alignment and summation device – the Hydra™ - that provides planar and
time-coherent signal addition. The broad bandwidth vertical planar
summing provides uniform sound field distribution throughout the listening
area.
For full details on all Electro-Voice products and brands, please visit
www.electrovoice.com
Electro-Voice® is a professional audio brand of Telex Communications,
Inc., a leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of sophisticated
audio, wireless, multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and communications
equipment for commercial, professional and industrial customers. Telex
Communications markets its products in more than 80 countries under the
brands EV®, Telex®, RTS™, Dynacord®, Midas®, Klark Teknik®,
University® and others.
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